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Abstract Media delivery, especially video delivery over mobile channels may be affected
by transmission bitrate variations or temporary link interruptions caused by changes in the
channel conditions or the wireless interface. In this paper, we present the use of Prioritybased Media Delivery (PMD) for Scalable Video Coding (SVC) to overcome link
interruptions and channel bitrate reductions in mobile networks by performing a
transmission scheduling algorithm that prioritizes media data according to its importance.
The proposed approach comprises a priority-based media pre-buffer to overcome periods
under reduced connectivity. The PMD algorithm aims to use the same transmission
bitrate and overall buffer size as the traditional streaming approach, yet is more likely
to overcome interruptions and reduced bitrate periods. PMD achieves longer continuous
playback than the traditional approach, avoiding disruptions in the video playout and
therefore improving the video playback quality. We analyze the use of SVC with PMD
in the traditional RTP streaming and in the adaptive HTTP streaming context. We show
benefits of using SVC in terms of received quality during interruption and re-buffering
time, i.e. the time required to fill a desired pre-buffer at the receiver. We present a
quality optimization approach for PMD and show results for different interruption/
bitrate-reduction scenarios.
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1 Introduction
Video delivery over mobile channels may be affected by temporary link bitrate variations or
link interruptions caused by the changes in the channel condition or the wireless interface.
Providing a reliable video transmission over mobile channels requires the use of pre-buffers
to overcome link interruptions and the media bitrate adaptation to cope with varying
channel throughput.
Priority-based Media Delivery (PMD) for SVC media data is presented in this paper as a
possible solution for link interruption. In the traditional streaming approach, each video
access unit or part thereof, e.g., an H.264/AVC NAL unit, is transmitted according to its
decoding time. This transmission approach is referred to as earliest deadline first (EDF)
transmission scheduling. On the contrary, the proposed approach uses a priority scheduling
algorithm that pre-buffers larger amounts of more important data than of data with less
importance to overcome problems in the network, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In this figure the
video units are classified into three groups according to their importance. Different
durations of media are buffered in each group: t3 of the least important data, t2+t3 of the
data with medium importance and t1+t2+t3 of the most important data is stored in the prebuffer. This results in a pre-buffer with a longer playback time compared to the traditional
approach as both scheduling algorithms use the same buffer size. The resulting video
playback quality can thus be improved. In [9], the PMD was realized using the temporal
scalability feature of H.264/AVC. The approach in [9] aims to reduce the video frame rate
down to a slide show during interruptions and to enter a re-buffering phase after the
interruption. The priority-based transmission requires some means of controlling client
buffer occupation as discussed in [7, 9], which is only possible over a bidirectional
connection with feedback about the buffer filling level or similar information. The 3GPP
PSS standard [1] provides means for feedback-based transmission rate control [3] which
may need to be extended to perform the priority-based scheduling. However, a transmission
of the different priority classes in different RTP flows would already allow the use of the
existing 3GPP PSS signaling.
In this paper, we focus on the use of the new scalability features of H.264 Scalable
Video Coding (SVC) [6, 15]. SVC has the useful advantage to allow additionally bitrate
reduction using SNR fidelity or spatial scalability instead of relying just on temporal
scalability as possible with AVC. We compare the use of SVC with PMD against H.264/
AVC using temporal scalability with PMD as presented in [9] and H.264/AVC without
PMD, i.e. the traditional streaming approach. We also compare the results with a Bitstream
Switching (BSS) approach in which the client buffer fullness also determines the playback
quality [4]. We show the benefits of using SVC in terms of received quality during
interruptions and re-buffering times, where we use PSNR and frame rate as metrics for video
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Fig. 1 Priority-based Media Delivery (PMD) and streaming receiver buffer with three qualities
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quality. We present a quality optimization approach for the PMD and show results for different
interruption durations for the four different transmission methods.
We additionally extend the PMD approach to the adaptive HTTP streaming context. In
adaptive HTTP streaming, media is typically downloaded by the client and the media data
is not transported in single packets, but in small segments containing a set of access units.
Studies have shown that HTTP/TCP is widely used to stream media to clients even though
TCP imposes higher end-to-end delays on the communication [17]. HTTP is not affected by
firewall and NAT traversal issues that exist in traditional streaming which typically uses
RTP over UDP. Further, UDP communication and traffic using ports other than the default
HTTP port (port 80) are often blocked by firewalls. As a result, many content providers
have resorted to using HTTP streaming for media delivery, even though the end-to-end
delay is increased by the use of TCP. We compare the use of SVC with PMD in the HTTP
streaming context with results achieved using BSS.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section provides an
overview of adaptive streaming in both the traditional and the HTTP context. In Section 3,
we present the Priority-based Media Delivery approach using SVC. This includes a novel
adaptive HTTP streaming method using SVC, as well as a PMD approach applicable in the
traditional streaming context. This is followed by an optimization for different buffer
interruption scenarios. We present the results of our experiments in Section 4 and we
conclude in Section 5.

2 State-of-the-art adaptive streaming
Adaptive streaming is a term used to describe a joint content and transmission bitrate
adaptation in response to varying network conditions. Typically the content is preencoded at various bitrates or transcoded to a requested bitrate on the fly, and some
feedback mechanism exists which allows the server or client to adapt to changing
network conditions. To compensate for a transmission bitrate reduction, the video
transmission rate is adjusted to match the estimated reduced network throughput. Such
estimates are typically based on feedback information provided by the client. The server
may then apply a graceful degradation of quality, which is preferable to playback
disruptions. The latter occurs when the data transmission bitrate is less than the video
consumption rate and as a result the client buffer is consumed and no video data remains to
be played back. Once the bitrate reduction has ceased, streaming resumes at the higher
bitrate.
2.1 Adaptive RTP streaming with BSS
Bitstream Switching (BSS) [16] is one adaptation approach in which the same content is
encoded at multiple different bitrates using a single layer codec and stored at the server. The
server is responsible for measuring the estimated transmission rate for each client which
typically requires feedback from the client, e.g., RTCP Receiver Report (RR) packets.
Based on this feedback, the server must deliver content of the appropriate bitrate. However
due to the predictive nature of H.264/AVC encoding, BSS can only occur at specific
switching or random access points in the bitstream, such as when Instantaneous Decoding
Refresh (IDR), recovery point Intra, Switching Intra (SI) or Switching Predictive (SP)
frames are encountered. An approach of combining BSS with H.264/AVC temporal
scalability has been discussed in [10].
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2.2 Adaptive HTTP streaming with BSS
In HTTP streaming, media content is subdivided into chunks, also known as segments, of a
short duration resembling the real-time streaming of packets. The client is responsible for
requesting and downloading each individual chunk also referred to as pulling data, where each
chunk is self-contained and allows for immediate playback at the client.
The duration of the chunks affects the amount of HTTP requests required to retrieve the
content and the initial delay. A short duration of chunks allows for quicker adaptation to
network events and faster TV channel switching times.
This also makes the technology suitable for live media streaming, provided that the initial
delay is acceptable. This delay is implicit, since a chunk only becomes available for download,
e.g., 5 s after the actual events took place if the chunk size is considered to be 5 s. This delay is
increased by the amount of pre-buffering at the client needed to adapt to transmission rate
variations. However the server load can be decreased substantially in a live event in which all
viewers wish to see the same content at approximately the same time. In this case existing
HTTP caching infrastructures of the Internet can be reused by using HTTP streaming thus
relieving the server load as well as reducing the overall link traffic. A further advantage of
HTTP streaming is that TCP’s rate control mechanism is automatically used allowing for fast
transfer rates when the transmission rate is available. The maximum throughput rate however is
limited since the individual chunk size may be relatively small.
To perform Adaptive HTTP Streaming the content is typically encoded into chunks at
multiple bitrates. One chunk must exist for each of the desired bitrates and the client uses
some adaptation model to retrieve chunks matching the estimated network throughput [4].
In this pull-based model the client is responsible for adaptation to network variations,
eliminating the need for an additional feedback loop such as RTCP which is used for
transmission rate control in traditional streaming. The bigger size of the HTTP streaming
chunks in comparison to the size of the RTP packets allows for better network throughput
estimation on the client side.
2.3 Adaptive streaming using SVC
Different solutions have been proposed in the last years where H.264/AVC-based Scalable
Video Coding (SVC) has been analyzed in adaptive streaming service environments. In [19], an
efficient adaptation framework is proposed using SVC. The benefits of SVC for adapting the
video data in scenarios with heterogeneous device capabilities and network dynamic behavior
are shown. Adaptation mechanisms to cope with packet loss in RTP streaming are presented
in [8], where adaptation methods are introduced based on information contained in the SVC
NAL unit headers [15]. [11] presents an approach which combines rateless forward error
correction code and scalable video coding for distribution of layered video from different
sources in an overlay network on top of a Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET). Rate allocation
and adaptation of the scalable video stream are performed in a rate distortion optimized manner.
These and many other works have already shown the potential of SVC in combination with
adaptive streaming under real-time constraints.

3 Priority-based Media Delivery (PMD)
The priority-based transmission scheduling approach has been already discussed and
evaluated for H.264/AVC over 3GPP Packetized Streaming Service (PSS) in [9] and [7].
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The idea of Priority-based Media Delivery (PMD) for H.264/AVC in streaming scenarios
is to pre-buffer a larger amount of more important media data and pre-buffer smaller
amounts of less important media data in the streaming receiver’s buffer. This allows for
graceful quality degradation during interruption or transmission bitrate variation periods.
Data in the buffer is consumed at the playback rate of the media. The pre-buffering level is
maintained as long as the transmission rate matches the consumption rate, but during an
interruption or transmission rate reduction period the pre-buffering level cannot be
maintained as the data arrival rate is less than the data consumption rate. In the case
where a buffer has been filled using a priority scheduling algorithm, the high quality data in
the buffer runs out before the more important data of lower quality.
In Fig. 1, we show a streaming receiver’s priority buffers for three different qualities as
also used in [9]. The PMD achieves that at first the buffer of the lowest quality Q1 (e.g.,
intra frames or base layer data) is built up to a data amount equivalent to a playback
duration of t1+t2+t3. The quality Q1 corresponds to a constant bitrate r1. After that a second
buffer for Q2 is built up which pre-buffers a playback duration of t2+t3, where the constant
rate of Q2 corresponds to r1+r2. The same procedure is applied to Q3 media data, where the
constant rate of Q3 corresponds to r1+r2+r3 and the buffer is filled up to a playback
duration amount of t3. In other words, ri would be the media rate for each of the buffered
qualities Qi, t3 the duration of buffered data for Q3 and t1 and t2 the additional duration
buffered from Q2 to Q1 and Q3 to Q2 respectively.
Once the priority buffers have been filled to their minimum respective buffer levels, the
pre-buffering phase is complete and the buffering phase begins. In the buffering phase the
available transmission rate is used to ensure that each quality Qi remains filled up with its
data rate ri. If the available transmission rate exceeds the video rate, the additional
transmission rate is used to fill the buffers in an EDF (earliest deadline first) manner, i.e. the
data with the earliest playback time is transmitted first irrespective of priority.
The occurrence of an interruption or a bitrate reduction can result in the buffers not
meeting the minimum required filling level Qi and the PMD scheduling algorithm must
then re-enter the priority re-buffering phase (Prio/Reb in Fig. 2) until the minimum filling
level requirements are once again satisfied. In the case where an interruption has occurred,
the priority re-buffering phase can only begin once the connection has been restored as
shown in Fig. 2.
3.1 Priority-based Media Delivery (PMD) using SVC
SVC has the advantage in media delivery to allow a layered representation using SNR
fidelity or spatial scalability in addition to the pure temporal scalability as possible in
H.264/AVC as shown in [9], which makes SVC a preferred candidate for the PMD
approach. Individual layers can be identified based on SVC’s T-D-Q values, which indicate
the temporal (T), spatial (D) and quality (Q) resolution of a layer. These indicators are
stored in the high level interface of SVC, the SVC NAL unit header [15], and indicate the
levels of temporal, spatial and SNR fidelity resolution of a specific NAL unit. In the
following, the term layer will loosely refer to a specific combination of T-D-Q values. Since
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Fig. 2 Priority-based Media Delivery (PMD) with priority pre-buffering (Prio/Reb) and buffering phases
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temporal scalability is already a part of H.264/AVC, the level of temporal resolution can
vary arbitrarily based on the selected prediction structure, the Group of Pictures (GOP).
In case of using SVC with PMD, a higher importance is assigned to the base layer and
lower priorities are assigned to subsequent enhancement layers. Assuming a fixed client
buffer size equivalent to the size of the buffer used in traditional streaming, the distribution
of the media content within the buffer can be changed: By filling the buffer with larger
amounts of the more important data, e.g., the base layer, and smaller amounts of less
important one, e.g., enhancement layers. Therefore, the duration of data that can be played
back in the event of an interruption or rate reduction is longer than the duration of data, had
the same buffer been filled using EDF.
3.1.1 PMD in real time streaming using SVC
The idea of Priority-based Media Delivery (PMD) for single layer H.264/AVC in streaming
scenarios is to pre-buffer a larger amount of more important NAL units and pre-buffer
smaller amounts of less important NAL units in the streaming receiver’s buffer. Compared
to the use of earliest deadline first (EDF) transmission scheduling, in which data is sent in
decoding order, the highest quality data is consumed faster when the PMD approach is
used. Nevertheless, the priority-based scheduling allows for keeping the playback alive
during longer interruptions than in the EDF case. However, as a result of the coding
efficiency penalty incurred by SVC [14], the available transmission rate is 10% higher than
the video rate in both H.264/AVC single layer cases with PMD and EDF when compared
with SVC, i.e. this additional 10% rate is available to refill the buffer faster.
Since the application of PMD is based on the buffer filling level and traditional streaming is
inherently push-based, the client needs to provide feedback regarding the buffer levels to the
server. An extension to RTCP RRs is specified in [1] and could be used to provide this
feedback. Additionally, the use of PMD requires that data is sent in an interleaved fashion,
which is supported by both the RTP payload format for H.264/AVC as well as the RTP
payload format for SVC [18].
3.1.2 PMD for HTTP streaming using SVC
To apply PMD in the case of HTTP streaming, an SVC bitstream is generated which is
demultiplexed into separate streams determined by individual or sets of T-D-Q values of the
NAL unit header. This approach is flexible with respect to the target transmission rates that
can be achieved by applying different scalability features to subdivide the SVC bitstream.
Each of these streams is again subdivided into chunks of tchunk length, where tchunk is kept
relatively small to facilitate quicker response times. This subdivision must occur at the same
point in all layers and may be based on containers such as the MPEG-2 Transport Stream
extensions for SVC [12, 13] as well as the SVC File Format [2, 5].
In the pull-based HTTP streaming model the client adapts to network variations by
selecting which chunks to get from the HTTP server and switching to a lower quality is
accomplished by omitting HTTP GET requests for enhancement layer chunks. Since the
client is aware of the buffer fullness state, the need for a feedback loop is eliminated,
making HTTP streaming an obvious fit for the PMD approach. Once the client is ready to
play back media data of a specific interval, all chunks belonging to the same time interval
have to be multiplexed together before being delivered to the SVC decoder.
An added advantage of providing adaptive HTTP streaming using SVC is that content
duplication on HTTP servers is avoided and that network caches such as HTTP proxies and
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the network itself can be used more efficiently by increasing the cache hit ratio for a chunk.
Figure 3 illustrates the reduced network link usage and how the network cache is used more
efficiently when using SVC for adaptive HTTP streaming in comparison to using BSS. This
could be of interest to Internet Service and Content Delivery Network Providers that
typically have to maintain large server and network infrastructures.
Figure 3 shows an exemplary network topology, where multiple clients request the same
content with different bitrates and video qualities (Q1,Q2,Q3 in the figure). The network
employs some caching nodes (rectangles in the figure), which store transmitted content
following a certain caching algorithm. The figure shows the throughput at each node within
the network, as well as the content cached in the network. In the AVC case, three different
quality representations are comprised of three separate streams alternative to each other and
in case of SVC they are complementary to each other. This means that for AVC three
complete video streams have to be encoded and must be transmitted and stored in the
network caches when requested. Considering SVC, a single encoded video stream is
subdivided into layers, each one corresponding to a given quality. Thus, when a
representation is requested only the missing layers may be transmitted and stored in the
network caches thereby reducing the load on the links and the allocated storage in the
caches, as shown in the figure. Furthermore, all SVC clients requesting quality Qj must
also request all chunks Qi where i<j. The number of clients requesting the same content
increases improving the cache hit ratio, while in traditional HTTP streaming with AVC only
the streaming clients requesting quality Qj expect to receive a chunk of this quality
representation.
The idea of PMD using SVC in HTTP streaming scenarios is to pre-buffer a larger
amount of more important chunks and to pre-buffer smaller amounts of less important
chunks in the streaming receiver’s buffer. The most important chunks contain the base layer
media data. Less important, higher quality chunks can contain media information of higher
spatial, quality or temporal resolution.
3.2 Optimizing PMD for SVC
The optimal prioritization for the PMD method depends on the constraints imposed by the
network throughput and receiver buffer size. Two different scenarios have been considered
server
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to optimize the PMD. In the first scenario the transmission rate is limited to the video rate
and the receiver buffer is limited in size. In the second scenario, high transmission rates up
to twice the video rate are possible, and an unlimited receiver buffer is assumed. In both
scenarios a live streaming service is considered, in which the mobile connection is affected
by channel interruptions and transmission rate variations.
For the optimization of the presented PMD method, each layer of an SVC stream is
encoded at a constant bit rate resulting in a constant bitrate stream. We assume a PMD
with three quality buffers, which are filled to the corresponding playback duration
values for each buffer (Q1: t1+t2+t3, Q2: t2+t3 and Q3: t3) as is shown in Fig. 1, where
Q1 is represented with a dark grey color, Q2 with medium grey color and Q3 with a light
grey color. The optimization entails finding the appropriate pre-buffer lengths that
maximize the average quality over time.
3.2.1 Scenario 1: transmission rate limitation and memory limitation at the receiver
In this scenario, the transmission rate Rt is limited to the bitrate of the video R ¼ r1 þ r2 þ r3 .
Furthermore, the maximum buffer size is limited to a value corresponding to the amount of
data played back during a time equal to the average interruption length. The interruption time
tinterruption, which is the time interval with a transmission rate equal to zero, is assumed to
always be less than the maximum interruption time tmaxinterruption ¼ t1 þ t2 þ t3 , which at least
allows for continuous playback at the lowest quality for the PMD cases. For comparison of
EDF and PMD, the same total buffer size is used.
After an interruption, the PMD algorithm must enter the re-buffering phase trebuf. The
duration of the interruption affects how the buffers are refilled:
A. During re-buffering, the quality is degraded to the lowest quality Q1
B. During re-buffering, the quality is degraded to a medium quality Q2
This is due to the constraint, that the available transmission rate for re-buffering and playback is
limited to the video rate R. Therefore, at least one quality has to be dropped in order to obtain
additional rate to re-buffer the lower qualities, while continuously playing back the lower
qualities at the same time. Figures 4 and 5 show the two possibilities A and B.
Note that the re-buffering process in our model is carried out in the fastest possible way.
Although it is possible to already increase the quality during the refill phase of the buffer to
a medium quality, such a re-buffering phase would take more time and would therefore
reduce the overall quality.
In Fig. 4, case A is depicted. The dashed boxes on the left side of the figure indicate the
initial state of the buffer before the interruption happens. They correspond to the initial state
of the pre-buffer, which should be equal to the buffer presented in Fig. 1. During the
interruption (grey shaded box), the data in the buffer is played and thereafter the rebuffering process is started trebuf. PMD aims to ensure that at least data of video quality Q1
is available. The dotted dark grey box represents additional data, necessary to keep on
playing at Q1 until the buffer is fully re-buffered.
If the interruption duration is short enough, so that the re-buffering completes before the
Q2 buffer runs out, case B occurs as depicted in Fig. 5. The dashed boxes for Q1 and Q2 in
Fig. 5 show the initial state of the buffer. It is noticeable, that in case B less data has to be
sent during the re-buffering phase.
In order to find the buffer structure, which maximizes the quality for a given interruption
duration, the two possible cases A and B are studied in the remainder of this section.
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Fig. 4 Impact of interruption which requires graceful quality degradation to the lowest quality: case A

Therefore, we first discuss the bounds for tinterruption which differentiate between the two
cases A and B, with the following definitions. The time T ¼ tinterruption þ trebuf is the time it
takes to get back to the highest quality after the beginning of the interruption. The condition
for case B is fulfilled, if Eq. 1 is true.
T ¼ tinterruption þ trebuf  t2 þ t3

ð1Þ

: case B

That means that during the interruption and the re-buffering phase in case B, the medium
quality Q2 can still be played back. Taking further into account the video rate being
rate Rt and
R ¼ r1 þ r2 þ r3 , the transmission

 the amount of re-buffered data being
trebuf »Rt ¼ r3 »t3 þ ðr2 þ r1 Þ» tinterruption þ trebuf , the aforementioned condition (Eq. 1), can
be transformed to Eq. 2, which is the condition for being in case B. The amount of rebuffered data is equal to the sum of data played out at quality Q1 + Q2 during trebuf, the data
to be re-buffered for Q1 and Q2 played during tinterruption and the data to completely rebuffer Q3.

t2 

Rt »tinterruption þ ðr1 þ r2 þ r3  Rt Þ»t3
Rt  r2  r1

: case

B

ð2Þ

Fig. 5 Impact of interruption which requires graceful quality degradation to the medium quality only: case B
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In Eq. 3 the relation between the variables t2 and t3 is expressed through the fixed buffer
size B, with tmaxinterruption ¼ t1 þ t2 þ t3 (compare Fig. 1).
B ¼ tmaxinterruption »r1 þ ðt2 þ t3 Þ»r2 þ t3 »r3

ð3Þ

Besides, in Eqs. 4 and 5, the time for re-buffering trebuf as well as the time of quality
degradation T are calculated, which may be not only dependent on tinterruption but also on t2
and t3 as shown in the following.
8
tinterruption »r1 þ B  tmaxinterruption »r1
R »t
þðr þr þr R Þ»t
>
>
; t2 t interruptionRt r12 r21 3 t 3 ð case
<
Rt  r1
trebuf ðt2 ; t3 Þ ¼
»ðr þ r1 Þ þ t3 »r3
>
t
R »t
þðr þr þr R Þ»t
>
: interruption 2
;
t2  t interruptionRt r12 r21 3 t 3 ð case
R t  r1  r2

AÞ

ð4Þ

BÞ

For case A (upper part) in Eq. 4, we summed first the amount of data played at lowest
quality during the interruption (which needs to be re-buffered to tmaxinterruption) and the
amount of data, which needs to be re-buffered for the two other qualities to fill up the
priority buffer, and second divided the sum by the bitrate available for re-buffering (while
playing quality Q1).
For case B (lower part) in Eq. 4, we first summed the amount of data played at lowest
and medium quality during the interruption (which needs to be re-buffered to tmaxinterruption
and t2+t3 respectively) and the amount of data, which needs to be re-buffered for the highest
quality Q3 to fill up the priority buffer, and second divided the sum by the bitrate available
for re-buffering (while playing quality Q1 and Q2). From Eqs. 1 and 4, Eq. 5 is concluded
as follows:
8
tinterruption »Rt þ B  tmaxinterruption »r1
R »t
þðr þr þr R Þ»t
>
>
; t2 t interruptionRt r12 r21 3 t 3 ð case
<
Rt  r1
T ðt2 ; t3 Þ ¼
>
tinterruption »Rt þ t3 »r3
R »t
þðr þr þr R Þ»t
>
:
;
t2  t interruptionRt r12 r21 3 t 3 ð case
Rt  r2  r1

AÞ

ð5Þ

BÞ

Since the aim is to ensure continuous playback during and after the interruption at least
at minimum quality Q1 and therefore (t1+t2+t3) is fixed and equal to tmaxinterruption, the
lengths t2+t3 and t3 of the buffers for Q2 and Q3 are the variables for which the optimal
solution is searched.
Whereas for case A T(t2,t3) is constant, for case B the time T(t2,t3) after which the
playback is back at highest quality varies with t3 and, therefore, with t2, compare Eq. 5. For
the optimizations, we use the largest possible value of T(t2,t3) in case B, which corresponds
to the smallest value t2min of t2 and to the highest value t3max of t3, and fulfills Eq. 2 with
equality. For higher values of t2, T is smaller. Thus for the additional time T(t2min,t3max) – T
the highest quality Q3 could
be played


back, in case B. Thus, the playback time with
highest quality is t3 þ T t2min; t3max  T , compare Eq. 6. Since the quality of the video
typically depends on a single rate-distortion function, Q1, Q2 and Q3 are derived as q(r1), q
(r1+r2) and q(r1+r2+r3) respectively in the following.
For case A, since T(t2,t3) does not depend on t2 and t3, the average quality calculation is
straight forward following Fig. 4. All qualities need to be re-buffered, but only quality q(r1)
needs to be continuously played out.
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The average quality for both cases A and B is shown in Eq. 6, where T(t2,t3) is
represented as T for simplification.

Qðt2 ; t3 Þ ¼

8
>
>
>
>
1
>
>
>
> T »½ðT  t2  t3 Þ»qðr1 Þ þ t2 »qðr1 þ r2 Þ þ t3 »qðr1 þ r2 þ r3 Þ
>
>
>
R »t
þðr þr þr R Þ»t
>
< for t2 < t interruptionRt r12 r21 3 t 3 ðcase AÞ
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In order to calculate the maximum quality for each of the two cases, Eq. 6 has to be
optimized with respect to t2 and t3 respectively as shown in Eq. 7.

arg maxðQðt2 ; t3 ÞÞ

ð7Þ

t2 ;t3

Note that to perform the optimization for bitrate reduction states, the following
approach is used, which is to transpose the rate reduction phase to an equivalent
interruption length t eq_interruption following Eq. 8, where R red and trate_reduction
correspond to the reduced rate and the duration of the rate reduction phase
respectively.

teq

interruption

¼

ðRt  Rred Þ»trate
Rt

reduction

ð8Þ

Fig. 6 Example of an interruption shorter than the pre-buffer for the highest quality allowing continuous
play back at highest quality
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Fig. 7 Example of an interruption longer than the pre-buffer for highest quality

3.2.2 Scenario 2: high transmission rates and no memory limitation at the receiver
In this scenario graceful degradation is not always necessary. In Scenario 1 the available
transmission rate for re-buffering and playback after the interruption is limited to the video
rate R. Therefore, at least one quality has to be dropped in order to obtain additional rate to
re-buffer the lower qualities, while simultaneously playing back already buffered data.
However in the scenario considered here, higher transmission rates up to twice the video
rate are possible. Thus, re-buffering could occur while playing back the media at the
maximum quality. Figures 6 and 7 show the two cases, where the interruption is not long
enough to impose graceful degradation and where the interruption is longer than the prebuffer for highest quality Q3, respectively.
Since in this scenario the graceful degradation is imposed by the length of the
interruption and not by the limited transmission rate as before, the playback quality does
not have to be kept at a lower quality during the re-buffering phase. Dropping higher
quality media data is no longer necessary, provided that there is sufficient bandwidth to
transmit the higher quality data as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Furthermore, due to the fact that
the buffer size is not limited, it is not necessary to pre-buffer less data of Q3 to obtain
additional space to pre-buffer larger amount of data of Q2.
Even though it is not necessary to stop the transmission of any quality to perform the rebuffering phase, PMD aims to restore the priority buffer requirements as fast as possible to
overcome limitations in transmission rate. Depending on the selected quality (Qi) and rate
(ri) values of the video streams different scheduling has to be performed. In the selected
three quality layer case, the pre-buffering of Q2 and Q3 occurs in parallel using the
maximum available transmission rate.

4 Selected simulation results
4.1 Real time streaming in mobile channels
Simulations were carried out to test the performance of PMD in mobile channels with a
limited bitrate and buffer size. A buffer size of B=250 kB was selected, which amounted to
approximately 5 s of SVC video at the selected bitrate of 410 kbps. Since SVC incurs a
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10% efficiency penalty over H.264/AVC and AVC reaches the desired quality at a lower
video rate, this amounts to a slightly longer duration of video that can be stored in the
buffer when AVC video is used.
The selected streams are a concatenation of the ITU-T test sequences City, Crew,
Foreman and Soccer at QVGA resolution and 30 fps with a length of about 40 s. The
streams have a Group of Picture (GOP) size of 16 plus a preceding IDR picture for each
GOP, i.e. the stream has a random access interval of 0.57 s. A rate control has been used to
keep the bitrate within a ±2.5% window of the average value per IDR+GOP16 picture
chunk. The bitrate of the H.264/AVC stream is 370 kbps and the bitrate of the SVC
stream is 410 kbps. The SVC stream uses MGS fidelity scalability with one enhancement
layer, where the base layer has about 160 kbps. The hierarchical prediction structure with
GOP16 + a preceding IDR per chunk allows a temporal scalability with up to six levels for
the H.264/AVC stream.
The following four methods were evaluated:
I.

SVC-PMD—SVC with three quality levels and PMD, where the priority buffer is
always re-buffered after an interruption.
II. AVC-PMD—H.264/AVC with three quality levels and PMD, where the priority buffer
is always re-buffered after an interruption.
III. AVC-EDF—H.264/AVC with EDF, where re-buffering only occurs once the buffer is
empty.
IV. BSS—H.264/AVC with Bitstream Switching, where the switching is performed based
on the buffer fullness.
Figure 8 shows the three quality levels for the H.264/AVC and the SVC streams used for
PMD, where the SVC rate-distortion points are derived by dropping MGS NAL units in the
enhancement layer only and the H.264/AVC rate-distortion points are achieved using
temporal scalability. Solving Eq. 7 results in t2 =0 for the selected qualities and rates of the
test sequence. This means that the use of only two quality buffers makes sense for the
selected rate points.
In Fig. 9, we show as an example the resulting video quality over time for two
different interruptions of 3 and 8 s comparing PMD with both AVC and SVC codecs and
the EDF and BSS approaches. In Fig. 9 a) the PSNR over the two interruption events is
AVC

Fig. 8 The test stream qualities—
SVC using MGS scalability and
H.264/AVC using temporal
scalability
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Fig. 9 Two interruption examples over time with the resulting quality as PSNR

illustrated for the BSS and the PMD with AVC approaches, whereas in Fig. 9 b) the
PSNR for AVC-EDF and SVC-PMD is shown. Note that the buffer is full at the
beginning of the first interruption. Short interruptions, like the first interruption in the
figure, are easily overcome by the traditional approach and, therefore, AVC-EDF may
look better than PMD or BSS, since all approaches except for AVC-EDF enter the rebuffering phase immediately after the interruption receiving a lower video quality to fill
up the incomplete buffer. Since the PMD prioritizes more important data and stores a
bigger amount of it at the cost of storing a smaller amount of less important data, it runs
out of the data corresponding to the highest quality faster than the traditional (EDF) and
the BSS approaches. Therefore, the PMD client has to perform graceful degradation even
for short interruptions, while the AVC-EDF client can keep on playing back the data
without any problem. The BSS client may also perform graceful degradation and refill the
buffer, which is under the threshold of minimum buffered amount of data. However,
during longer interruptions, like the second one in Fig. 9, AVC-EDF and BSS clients
cannot continue playing back data due to the lack of stored video in the buffer, while the
client using the proposed PMD continues playing back the video at a lower quality
representations, resulting in a longer continuous playback. However, after the end of the
second interruption the BSS client can play back the video at low quality and at the same
time refill the pre-buffer, while the AVC-EDF client has to stop the video until the rebuffering phase is completed.
For the BSS case, two AVC streams will be considered. The first one is the AVC stream
at Q3 shown in Fig. 8 and the second one corresponds to the base layer of the SVC stream,
depicted as Q1 in Fig. 8. For BSS the buffer threshold of 5 s was used to perform the
switching. For lower values the lower quality stream is sent, whereas for higher pre-buffer
fullness the high quality stream is sent.
In Figs. 10 and 11, the performance of the proposed SVC PMD is analyzed for different
interruption rates and compared with the three other methods. Figure 10 shows the average
PSNR quality over the whole sequence against different interruption rates. The interruption
rate value is detailed in the text below. Figure 11 shows the average playable frame rate in
frames per second against the interruption rates.
The simulation model is based on a Gilbert-Elliot model, with an interruption state and a
good state and a simulation time step of 33 ms. The probability states for this model are
selected so that the average interruption time is 5 s and the average time in good state
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Fig. 10 Average PSNR quality
for different occurrences of interruptions (interruption rate) for
the four methods
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corresponds to a given interruption rate, i.e. the ratio of the average interruption time to the
total simulation time as defined in Eq. 9.


E tinterruption



ð9Þ
interruption rate ¼ 
E tinterruption þ E tgood
The results in Fig. 10 show that SVC outperforms the two H.264/AVC-based EDF and PMD
methods. Although SVC imposes a penalty of an approximately 10% higher video rate to
achieve the same video quality for the test sequence, this penalty can be reduced using encoder
optimizations as proposed in [14], which have not been used in the test stream generation. When
BSS is considered in combination with AVC, a noticeable improvement can clearly be noticed.
In Fig. 10 there is a slight difference in quality between SVC-PMD and BSS which is negligible.
Fig. 11 Average playable frame
rate for different occurrences of
interruptions (interruption rate)
for the four methods
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The results in Fig. 11 show the potential of SVC to overcome link interruptions with
almost always the full video frame rate. All tested approaches using AVC introduce a
reduction of the play out frame rate, where the AVC-EDF and BSS approaches result in
complete playback disruptions depending on the interruption length. BSS however, has the
advantage that the re-buffering phase is performed faster after an interruption when
compared to AVC-EDF. The latter stops playback if the buffer runs out after an interruption
has occured. Playback only resumes after the re-buffering phase, resulting in a long
playback disruption which is not acceptable from a service point of view.
SVC using the PMD algorithm achieves much better results in terms of received video
quality and playable frame rate when compared with the other methods over a wide range
of operation points. The higher the probability of interruptions is, the more benefits are
achieved by using SVC with PMD. There is, however, a price to pay as already mentioned
before and shown in Fig. 9: short interruptions that would not affect the quality of the video
when AVC-EDF is used would result in quality degradation with the proposed method. In
the end, it is up to the service provider to decide whether he wants to be able to guarantee
service continuity under all channel conditions or not.
The proposed approach can also be applied in scenarios, where playback is started with a
minimum buffer that allows for playing the minimum quality. This would result in a
streaming approach with nearly immediate playback while increasing the pre-buffer as well
as the quality during playback. Thus the approach also facilitates reduced start-up times.
4.2 HTTP streaming
HTTP Streaming with PMD in combination with SVC does not only entail the
aforementioned benefits related to HTTP caching efficiency or better usage of the
network resources, but also enables a faster response to rate variations in the network.
It allows for a media adaptation of buffered content that has not been played back yet,
by requesting enhancement layers if there is sufficient time and transmission rate. When
BSS is used, already buffered data cannot be modified and has to be played, even if
there is enough time to download a higher quality representation of the content. This
gain for SVC is shown in Fig. 12, where the quality in terms of PSNR is presented
during the rate reduction phase.
Fig. 12 PSNR quality for HTTP
rate adaptation during rate
reduction
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In the simulations a video chunk duration of 5 s and a pre-buffer size of 15 s (3 chunks)
were selected. The SVC stream had the same characteristics as illustrated in Fig. 8. We
assume that transmission rate variations can be detected by measuring the time needed to
download chunks. According to these estimates the switching to the appropriate quality can
be performed. To simulate the BSS case, single layer AVC streams were encoded with the
same rates as used for the SVC stream qualities. Due to the SVC efficiency penalty the
AVC stream has approximately 0.8 dB higher quality in average. The results presented in
Fig. 12 were averaged over different transmission rate reduction parameters: The
transmission rate was reduced to values from 40% to 80% of the video rate using a 5%
step size. For simulation purposes, the timeline was subdivided into 100 ms intervals. The
starting time of the rate reduction phase was simulated for all the possible values within the
chunk download interval. Afterwards, an average was performed over all the values for all
the possible parameters. Furthermore, the duration of the rate reduction was varied from 5
to 30 s and the average PSNR was calculated as mentioned before.
The curves in Figure 12 show for each possible duration of a transmission rate reduction
event, the average PSNR calculated as mentioned above, by averaging all the different
values for the transmission rate reduction and start of the transmission rate reduction event.
The results for HTTP streaming show the average PSNR value during phases of rate
reduction. It can be seen that, independent of the rate reduction duration, SVC in combination
with PMD outperforms AVC with the BSS approach, due to the faster response times and the
possibility of adding enhancement layer qualities to already buffered chunks.

5 Conclusion
We presented Priority-based Media Delivery in combination with SVC as a method of
optimizing the playback quality in both RTP-based and HTTP-based streaming scenarios where
link interruptions and bitrate variations occur, as typical in mobile networks. Although SVC
imposes a coding efficiency penalty, the results show that SVC with PMD allows overcoming
of longer interruptions than traditional streaming, which makes it suitable for scenarios with
constrained bitrates, potential link interruptions and transmission rate variations.
Furthermore, the application of SVC in HTTP streaming has additional advantages. With
SVC, first the responsiveness to network variations can be increased and second the network and
caching infrastructure is used more efficiently when compared to adaptive HTTP streaming
based on bitstream switching. This could be of great interest to Internet Service and Content
Delivery Network Providers that have to distribute many TV channels throughout their networks
and typically have to maintain large server and network infrastructures. The combination of SVC
with Priority-based Media Delivery enables a longer, smoother playback when interruptions and
transmission rate variations affect the channel resulting in an improved user experience.
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